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IPSC Welcome to  

The International Police & Security Consultants,  IPSC ,  is a leading Israeli consultancy firm 

operating within the Homeland-Security and Internal-Security arena. 

Based upon the vast international experience gained during their governmental deployment , the  

IPSC  is capable of supplying the most professional services to foreign customers worldwide. 

IPSC  operates according to the strictest international standards, with full commitment to provide the 

best services to its customers. 

IPSC 's services are delivered through customer-oriented instruction programs, which are 

implemented in full cooperation with the local agencies.  

IPSC 's services are provided by highly-trained and combat-experienced veterans of the Israel 

Security Agency ( SHABAK ) and elite anti-terror units. 

 

 

Within the Homeland-Security and Internal-Security framework, the IPSC  provides consultancy 

services in the following main fields: 

                  Police and Law-Enforcement                            

                  VIP Close-Protection  

                 Counter and Anti Terrorism          
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Police  and  Law-Enforcement 

IPSC   offers the following consultancy services in the Police and Law-Enforcement field : 

 

Providing professional consultancy services to  police, intelligence and law-enforcement  agencies. 

 

Creating and implementing a full-scale police and law-enforcement training program based upon the 

Israeli operational concept. 

 

Conducting special courses and seminars which cover the following subjects : 

             Investigation and Interrogation 

             The Polygraph (" Lie Detector ") as an investigative tool   

             Deployment of Human-Intelligence ( "Humint " ) sources 

             Surveillance and Counter-Surveillance 

             Intelligence analysis and evaluation 

             Forensic-Science  services 

             Crime Scene  investigation 

             Deployment of  Mobile  Forensic  Laboratory 

Devising and implementing a full scale Security-Officers training program with optional specialization 

in infrastructure or transportation ( Aviation / Maritime ) security. 

Upgrading  intelligence and security capabilities within Prison & Correction facilities. 

    

IPSC  can also assist in the purchasing of relevant  gear and equipment , If such are specified  by the customer.    
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Protection-VIP Close 

 IPSC   offers the following consultancy services in the VIP Close-Protection field :       

 

Providing security-consultancy services to governmental , regional  and local protection forces. 
 

Setting-up a full-scale VIP-Protection system based on the Israeli operational concept. 

 

Creating and implementing a full-scale VIP-Protection training program : 

         

                     Basic CPO (Close Protection Officer) course 

                    Team leader course 

                    Advanced command and control course 

 

 

Devising and implementing special plans for VIP-Protection during  large-scale public events. 

 

Devising and implementing special plans for VIP-Protection in  war zones  and  hostile areas. 

 

Conducting professional seminars which cover the following subjects : 

          The Israeli and International experience in VIP-Protection operations 

          Tactical analysis of major attacks and assassination-attempts on protected personalities 

   IPSC  can also assist in the purchasing of relevant  gear and equipment , If such are specified  by the customer.    
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Counter  and  Anti Terrorism 

IPSC  offers the following consultancy services in the Counter and Anti Terrorism field : 

 

Providing  counter- terrorism consultancy  services to security and law-enforcement  agencies. 

 

Providing  counter-terrorism advisory  services to commanders and decision-makers. 

 

Creating and implementing a full-scale counter-terrorism training program based upon the Israeli 

operational concept.  

 

Conducting specialized courses : 

 

           Deployment of elite forces  

           Intervention and Hostage-Rescue 

           Undercover operations in hostile areas 

           Training of  "First-Responders units" 

           Bomb disposal and explosives handling (EOD + IED ) 

 

Delivering  professional seminars  which deal with the following topics : 

           The Israeli and International experience in counter-terrorist operations 

           Tactical analysis of major terrorist attacks in recent years 

      IPSC  can also assist in the purchasing of relevant  gear and equipment, if such are specified by the customer. 


